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Venice, Italy - February 11, 2013 
 
 
The Sukhoi Superjet 100 gets Interjet livery 
 
 
The first Sukhoi Superjet 100 (SSJ100) with Interjet colours was rolled out today from the SuperJet 
International’s paint hangar in Venice (Italy).  
 
The aircraft, Manufacture Serial Number 95023, is the first aircraft to be delivered to the Mexican carrier 
Interjet, which is the launch customer in the western market. In total Interjet ordered 20 SSJ100 aircraft in 
a 93 seats configuration.  
 
The livery features white and blue stripes according to the customer’s paint scheme. Activities on the 
aircraft are undergoing to deliver the first Interjet SSJ100 by spring 2013.  
 
The second SSJ100 for Interjet, MSN 95024, has also arrived in Venice to commence the completion 
activities.  
 
In the meantime the new Full Flight Simulator (FFS) is being certified at the SJI Training Center in Venice 
to enable the Mexican carrier’s pilots to start training at the beginning of March.  
 
The SSJ100 is a state-of-the-art 100-seat regional jet developed and built by Sukhoi Civil Aircraft 
Company (SCAC), in partnership with Alenia Aermacchi. The aircraft is a competitive product in terms of 
low fuel consumption, low operating costs and maximum comfort.  
The Sukhoi Superjet 100 is currently the most important industrial program between the Russian 
Federation and Europe in the field of the civil aviation.  
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About SuperJet International: 
 
SuperJet International, a joint venture between Alenia Aermacchi (51%) and Sukhoi Holding (49%), is in 
charge of marketing, sales, customization and delivery of the Sukhoi Superjet 100 regional jet in Europe, 
the Americas, Oceania, Africa and Japan. The Company is also responsible for the training and 
worldwide after-sales support, as well as the design and development of VIP and cargo variants. 
A SuperJet International branch is active in Moscow, together with a sales office in Washington, DC, 
USA. 
 
About the Sukhoi Superjet 100 (SSJ100): 
 
The SSJ100 is a 100 seat regional jet designed, developed and built by Sukhoi Civil Aircraft Company 
(SCAC), in partnership with Alenia Aermacchi, a Finmeccanica Company.  
On May 19th 2008 SSJ100 successfully accomplished its first flight. The Sukhoi Superjet 100 cruises at a 
Maximum Operating Speed of Mach 0.81 and 40,000 feet. It takes off from a 1,731 meters runway in the 
basic range and 2,052 meters in the long range. The operating range for the basic version is 3,048 km 
and 4,578 km for the long range version.  
 
For more information: www.superjetinternational.com 
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